Triton
The ultimate best-ex platform
Virtu’s next-gen Triton EMS offers a world-leading suite of pre-trade,
real-time and post-trade analytics; a robust workflow and notifications
toolkit; and a highly configurable, user-friendly interface.

The Triton platform addresses the major EMS issues
we’ve heard from buy-side traders over the past
few years:
¬ Faster upgrades—Click-once packaging, ensures
you can rapidly take advantage of new EMS
features and functions as they become available,
without complex, onerous upgrade cycles.
¬ High configurability—Personal layouts,
configurations, settings and plug-ins are hosted
server-side for increased mobility, consistency and
improved resiliency.
¬ Portability—Triton’s intuitive user interface
enables on-the-fly creation of hot buttons, filters,
alerts, color schemes (skins), zooming, font-size
settings and layouts.
¬ Modular architecture—.Net framework lets you
freely open, float, dock, link and save multiple
windows and views across monitors to maximize
screen real estate.
¬ Robust multi-asset capabilities—Global equity,
single stock, list, basket and pairs trading;
indications of interest; detailed futures pads; full
options sheets with spread, delta and vol trading;
FX algorithmic and RFS trading; fixed income
routing with full RFQ functionality.
¬ Integrated analytics—Enhanced global pretrade, real-time and post-trade analytics to assist
you with decision making while helping you
minimize risk and assess performance.

LIQUIDITY, REGION AND ASSET WORKFLOWS
You can tailor your workflow and even apply the
most effective trading workflow method for each
asset class, region and liquidity profile. For example,
you can leverage IOIs and conditional orders for
small-cap equities, request-for-quote (RFQs) for
negotiated instruments and structured products, or
request-for-stream (RFS) for FX trading. Triton also
offers integrated commission management,
operations and compliance.
EXPERT SUPPORT IN EACH REGION
Virtu’s regional support desks and expert
consultants can help you create performance-driven
trading processes, design auto-routing rules and
alerting conditions, view estimated trading costs,
conduct what-if scenarios, monitor trading
strategies in real time, identify outliers and analyze
the implications of different execution strategies
post-trade, over time.
TRADE COST PEER BENCHMARKING
To gain relevant insight and context, you can tap
into Virtu’s Global Peer database to help you
determine costs at the point of trade.

Triton Global List Trading

Manage global lists through the Triton next-generation multi-asset EMS.

ABOUT VIRTU
Virtu is a leading financial firm that leverages cutting edge technology to deliver liquidity to the global
markets and innovative, transparent trading solutions to our clients. As a market maker, Virtu provides
deep liquidity in over 25,000 securities, at over 235 venues, in 36 countries worldwide that helps to create
more efficient markets. We leverage our market structure expertise and scaled, multi-asset technology
infrastructure to provide a complete suite of client solutions, including transparent agency execution
and broker-neutral offerings.
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